ABSTRACT
MOTIVATION
Currently, there is a substantial interest in linking microarray and proteomics data to literature (Masys, 2001 ). This literature data-mining step offers a sensible explanation of the gene list generated from high-throughput experiments by showing their associations. Many programs have been developed to facilitate this process by querying the Medline literature database, e.g. MedMiner (Tanabe et al., 1999) , PubGene (Jenssen et al., 2001) , XplorMed (Perez-Iratxeta et al., 2003) and PubMatrix (Becker et al., 2003) . However, none of the currently available literature data-mining programs can be invoked within a statistical analysis program and the results cannot be easily incorporated for further statistical inference (Table 1) . In the paper, we fill in this gap by providing an open source interface to Medline for literature data mining in a statistical programming language.
IMPLEMENTATION AND FEATURES
We implemented the MedlineR library in the programming language of R because R has extensive support of statistical * To whom correspondence should be addressed. (Williams and Kessler, 2002) . A list of programs and example codes are summarized in Table 2 . It includes the following two interfaces: querying Medline through the NCBI Pubmed HTTP service (Wheeler et al., 2002) , and exporting data in the Pajek format. Pajek is a visualization software to examine the network topology interactively (Batagelj and Mrvar, 2004) . The primary interface to Pubmed is by keyword-based retrieval that can be used together with Boolean operators. Common keywords can be mapped to the controlled vocabulary of MeSH (Lipscomb, 2000) , which is used to index Medline abstracts. findAssociation<-function ( termList, # a list of terms, for example, "STE18", "DIG1", "STE12", "SST2" termAdditional="", # additional modifier, such as "+AND+(Saccharomyces+OR+yeast)" node.color=NULL, # optional argument, color of the nodes fileName # output file name (in Pajek format) ) { association.matrix <-getAmatrix(termList) image (log(association.matrix)) # Note: log transformation for visual effects write.pajek (association.matrix, termList=termList, node.color=node.color, fileName) } 
AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION
To demonstrate the utility of the MedlineR library, we have built an application to find the associations among a list of genes (Fig. 1) . The result is visualized as a network: each node represents a gene and each edge represents a connection in the literature. Figure 1B is a static graph generated in R by the 'image' command. Figure 1C is an interactive display in the Pajek viewer. For a detailed discussion of associative literature mining, we refer readers to the paper of Sluka (2002) .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We provide MedlineR as an open source library for bioinformaticians and statisticians to build more sophisticated literature data-mining applications. The source code of MedlineR is available from http://dbsr.duke.edu/pub/MedlineR. To facilitate open development, feature request, bug tracking, code contribution and version control tools are provided at this website.
Currently, most of the medical literature is only available in the abstract format via Medline. With the increasing collection of full texts available at PubMedCentral (Eisen et al., 2002) and BMC OpenAccess (Owens, 2003) , we are expecting to have new functions in the MedlineR library to handle full text.
